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Lee Carroll, the "magnetic master," channels information for personal peace from the entity known

as Kryon. In this audio program, Carroll shares these messages, explaining that when our planet

reaches a time of dimensional shift and change, we must remember that the universe (which we

know as God) never abandons us. Another important message of the Kryon: "Love is the most

powerful force in the entire universe. It is the glue that will bond our belief together." In 1988, Carroll

began channeling the entity known as Kryon. Now, he and his wife Jan hold seminars on the Kryon

material all over the world.
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This book just knock me out cold. It just blew my mind away. Thank you Kryon and Lee Carroll. It

confirmed what I had suspected for a long time, that I came to this physical dimension with a plan,

and that I, with the help of other souls planned what I wanted to learn in this dimension. Nobody

forced me to be here, I chose to be here. In fact I volunteered to be here for the purpose of gaining

experiences for All ThAT IS to experience.I chose my parents, the date of my birth to tap the

energies during my birth for the specific lessons that I want to experience. I chose certain people to

be my "enemies" as a trigger for me to experience certain lessons. So my enemies are actually my

best friend on the other side of the veil. Kryon also mentioned that the time is now right for those

who choose to move on, to give intention to void all Karma, to move on to a new contract of healing

ourselves and planet Earth. There are many scientific explanations as well in Kryon Books such as

Earth magnetic grids, DNA, disposal of nuclear waste etc. If you think you are ready for the



information given by Kryon, go get it. However, it is no accident if you find yourself reading this

book, for Kryon knows who you are and he knows your name too, not your birth name. You are all

dearly loved.

These series of books are by far the next step for all of us on the planet we call Earth. For those

deeply into Metaphysics, or those with no previous knowledge of anything spiritual. Very easy

reading and simple diction.I would recomend all Humans to at least take a peak into these books.

They are our next step to pure enlightment, science, and technology. They are our answers about

UFO's, Nostradamus's Prophecies, and much, much more.With love and peace I totally recomend

these books to the World.Garrett

I did a review for the second book as well so I'll just add some different stuff here. I am very open

minded (and open hearted which I think is more important) and found an underlying theme in the

four books I read that did not feel right to me. You can read the material and just sense how it

makes you feel. Some of the reviews make it sound like if you don't read it or if you find any issue

with the material then you're a limited person. That's not the case at all! Just because something is

channelled "from the other side of the veil" doesn't mean it's totally kosher. We exist on the other

side of the veil too and we are all surrounded by beings all the time. It's up to us to determine what

we want to integrate into this lifetime and what we don't. Trust your intuition with any material you

read or listen to, your higher self knows what's what.

The first time you read this book you will have the feeling that Kryon is speaking directly to you,

through the voice of his channel, Lee Carroll.Although this book was first published in 1992, the

information presented here is more relevant now than ever. Kryon will give the reader knowledge

about Karma, meditation, Jesus Christ and the times we are living. With the premise that we all

came here on our own will, to learn and progress, Kryon leads the way on the transformation we

crave in this new millenium. He will help you contact your guides and accelerate you spirituial

growth, if that is what you relly want.If you are a metaphysician or are into self growth, you will find

that the easy, yet warm language and teaching of Kryon apply to your life.

This book is a must for all metaphysical students and any one who is looking to grow spiritually and

to help heal the earth. My friend lent me the second copy she purchased; as she is constantly

lending her first copy to one of her friends and decided she needed another one. I started reading it



the evening I took it home and couldn't put it down. The knowledge is enlightening and the Love that

comes through is overwhelming. Before I give it back I am purchasing my own copy to keep and to

reread.

This truly is the text for all humans. If everyone could gleen just a small amount of wisdom from this

book we could lift the energy of the earth to a more peaceful level. One needs to study this, it is a

book that you should read more than once, but once you have fully understood this book, pass it on

to a friend so they can feel the energy too.

I'm in awe I think. I've never read anything like this book. And I have read other channelled books. I

really can't make up my mind about it's validity. A very thought provoking book and it makes me

want to read more. This is the first of the Kryon Books and I'm glad I read the THE PARABLES OF

KRYON first, because it was so good I immediately ordered this first in the series. I've really got to

think about this one. But I do recommend it highly. Just be ready for new material. I've already

ordered the second in the series which is supposed to answer the questions raised in the first book.

Wish me luck.

I have just recently discovered the KRYON books though they have been with us for the past ten

years. ALL IN ITS RIGHT TIME means it was just right for me to read KRYON now. And I feel so

blessed and grateful that the books have fallen off a shelf into my hand in the usual synchronistic

manner of how I discover books. I want to SHOUT to everyone I know to read these books and see

where we have brought ourselves. Unfortunately, most everyone I know is still waiting for the books

to fall off the shelves. But for all of you out there and I know there are at least 144000, run don't

walk to your nearest book store for BOOK I and I promise you will immediately get the next six or

seven and hope that before KRYON is through there are at least a couple more waiting for us! IT'S

YOUR CHOICE OF COURSE. p.s. All that KRYON talks about is stuff we are manifesting including

this review.
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